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Welcome to Earth Heritage 33! We hope you like the

updated magazine, with its larger cover photograph and

other small changes to freshen the publication as it

enters the new decade. In fact, this is the sixth decade

since we launched it as a geological circular for the

Nature Conservancy Council back in 1968! Diehard

devotees should be building up quite a stratigraphy of

past issues! 

Earth Heritage 33 contains several related themes which

reflect current initiatives to foster closer working

relationships in geoconservation (exemplified by features

on GAPs, Regional Geodiversity Partnerships and the

newly reconstituted GeoConservationUK). It also

addresses the ever-greater need to involve and enthuse

everyday people in our subject. To that end, we take a

look at Scotland’s cultural heritage, and how landscape,

poetry and sculpture have been woven together almost

seamlessly to demonstrate to all our long-established

relationship with the geodiversity around us, and how we

rely on it for many of life’s important functions. On a

similar note, Cynthia Burek looks at the unusually

sympathetic and enlightened way that volcanic geology

has been integrated into the lives of the islanders of

Lanzarote through the astonishing mission of one man,

César Manrique. The novel GeoDial in Dumfries and

Galloway and the unravelling of the karstic landscapes of

China take us further into this exploration of geodiversity

and culture.

As ever, we want to hear your views and to learn of new

projects. To contribute, please contact your nearest editor

(details below).

Enjoy your reading!

Managing Editor

This sandstone arch at Bail Hill,
Dumfries and Galloway, is a
striking example of sculpture in
the landscape. See page 12 for the
second part of our feature on
Geodiversity and Landscape.

Photo © Mike Bolam
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Hanson Aggregates, in conjunction

with the Countryside Council for

Wales, is currently preparing a

Geodiversity Action Plan (GAP) for

Llanelwedd Quarry in Mid Wales.

The quarry is to be a test bed for

rolling out the GAP approach to

more of the company’s land

holdings across the UK.  

Llanelwedd Quarry has a long

history of use by field parties and

universities following an informal

trail through the sequence, from

Ordovician mudstones, tuffs and

agglomerates up through pillow

basalts and boulder beds. In recent

years, visits have dwindled and

some of the key outcrops have

been hidden by vegetation and

quarrying activities. The GAP aims

to reinstate the trail to enable the

controlled access of field parties,

stimulating a renewed interest in

this excellent site.

A programme of works is proposed

to re-expose the key sites. It will be

followed by production of a leaflet

and signboards to provide

interpretation for visitors, with

access strictly controlled by Hanson

to ensure the safety of all. 

The project provides an excellent

geoconservation opportunity –

watch this space!

– Gareth Owen, 

Countryside Council for Wales

Staff from Scottish Natural Heritage

have discovered that Palaeogene

cone-sheets at Mingary Pier, on the

Ardnamurchan Site of Special

Scientific Interest (SSSI), have once

again been irresponsibly sampled

by researchers using petrol-driven

coring equipment.  

Of international conservation

value, the natural exposures in this

Scottish geological jewel have been

further defaced by core sampling

to the extent that they would not

look out of place in a working

quarry. In terms of its disfiguring

effects, the damage is on a par

with that visible on the Garvellach

islands, reported in Earth Heritage

issues 27 and 28.  

Within the geoscience community,

this latest incident on

Ardnamurchan has been described

as a “desecration … the equivalent

of raiding an eagle's nest”, and

“utterly unacceptable”. 

Core sampling within the SSSI is

undertaken for the purposes of

palaeomagnetic research. The

latest sampling doubled the

number of holes in the cone-

sheets and was undertaken in 2008

by a team from the US under the

guidance of a UK researcher.

Hundreds of holes now pepper the

exposures. To ameliorate the

damage, the researcher (who has

admitted responsibility for the

recent coring) has offered to fill in 

the holes in an effort to reduce

their visual impact.  

Worryingly, it seems that a new

generation of geoscientists has not

been educated about responsible

behaviour in the field, and the best

practice advice in the Code of

Conduct for Rock Coring, published

by the Geologists’ Association in

1989 has been forgotten. Given

this situation, SNH will be making

renewed efforts to promote

responsible sampling among those

that research Scottish geology.  

The problem of irresponsible

coring is not unique to Scotland.

Instances of reckless damage can

be found throughout the UK and

abroad. Clearly a worldwide

campaign is required, to educate

those that sample the geoheritage,

wherever it is being researched. A

good start in this process would be

the publication and dissemination

of a new code on responsible

coring, based on that produced by

the Geologists’ Association.

– Colin MacFadyen, 

Scottish Natural Heritage

Llanelwedd Quarry will be a test site for rolling out the Geodiversity Action Plan approach to Hanson Aggregates’ holdings elsewhere in the UK. 
Photo by John Davies/CCW

GAPs
Hanson launches
pioneer project

Irresponsible core sampling
Is it time for a campaign to 
encourage good behaviour?

Top: A defaced Palaeogene
cone-sheet at Mingary Pier,
Ardnamurchan, which has
been damaged by at least
two phases of core
sampling. The line of holes
at the left, was drilled
around 30-40 years ago.  
Above: Similar core
sampling damage at Nant
Peris, Snowdonia.

Photos © Colin MacFadyen/
Scottish Natural Heritage
and Stewart Campbell/CCW
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The Ludlow Research Group’s Annual Field Meeting was convened in

Llandovery in September 2009 following the recent publication of the

British Geological Survey’s 1:50,000 Sheet and accompanying Explanation

for the area. Amongst the many sites visited over the weekend were

several Sites of Special Scientific Interest that were cleared and re-exposed

for the meeting by the Countryside Council for Wales and the Forestry 

Commission.

Representatives from the BGS, National Museum of Wales and Leicester

and Ghent universities presented their revised interpretation for the type

Llandovery and Garth areas to an international audience. This included

new and more detailed bio-stratigraphy, newly discovered synsedimentary

slumps (some of which can be traced for up to 20km across the Llandovery

area) and a re-assessment of sea-level changes.

The meeting provided an excellent example of the role of geoconservation

in the wider geoscience community: tailoring the site clearance work to

the occasion exemplified the targeted use of limited resources available for

SSSI management, whilst the work undertaken on the sections by the BGS

team illustrates the value of the SSSI network to scientific research.

– Gareth Owen, Countryside Council for Wales

The Geology Trusts have won

funding from the Government’s

Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund

for a project to develop skills to

assess Quaternary sediments and

overlying soils within aggregates

sites. 

Julie Harrald is the project manager

and has recruited Nick Chidlaw, Ian

Fenwick and John Conway to

develop training materials and lead

a three-day workshop. The training

days were provided for volunteers

from the County Trusts participating

in the project – Oxfordshire,

Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,

Worcestershire, Wiltshire,

Shropshire and Warwickshire –

together with interested

representatives from Berkshire and

the Black Country. The 16-strong

group was introduced to techniques

for recording soil profiles and

identifying soil types in the lab at

the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester, using John's impressive

set of preserved soil profiles. Nick

and Ian explained and illustrated

the characteristics of a range of

Quaternary sediments and had the

participants analysing till and

alluvium samples.

Two days were then spent in the

field, one literally in a field on the

College farm producing a soil map,

the other on the Cotswold edge,

disentangling the details of complex

head and slope deposits.

The training documentation,

presentations, recording forms and

a report of the project will appear

on The Geology Trusts' website

www.thegeologytrusts.org at the

end of the project in March 2010.

� See page 8.

www.earthlearningidea.com, the multilingual website run from Keele

University to provide free Earth Science teaching ideas, now has 70-plus

potential exercises available, and its popularity continues to grow. By the end

of 2009, the website had received visits from 155 countries. The heaviest

users by country were USA, UK, Canada, India, Spain, Australia, Italy, Taiwan,

Philippines and Germany and its blog had been read by users in 5,022 cities

and towns across the globe.

The earthlearningidea team, Chris King, Peter Kennet and Elizabeth Devon, is

aiming to publish a new activity every two weeks throughout 2010. “These

will differ from the current ideas in that some will involve basic lab

equipment like Bunsen burners and some will involve more

abstract thinking,” they told Earth Heritage.

Funding – Geology Trusts share spoils on soils

Lab work under way during the workshop. 
Photo Geology Trusts

The meeting enjoys a pause for study.
Photo by Gareth Owen/CCW

4
Readers in more than 5,000 cities
and towns have accessed the
earthlearningidea blog.

Education – earthlearningidea.com continues worldwide growth

Geoconservation in geoscience
Good use of limited resources



The International Geosciences

Education Organisation (IGEO) is staging

“Geoscience Education - Developing the

World”, a conference in Johannesburg,

South Africa, from 29 August to 3

September 2010.

The conference will explore how

geoscience educators can explain the

question of geological sustainability and

the need to balance mineral extraction

against the loss of amenity and

landscape.

Registration deadline is 30 April 2010.

More details and booking information at

http://web.wits.ac.za/NewsRoom/Conf

erences/GeoSciEd

A major international conference on the

conservation and management of rivers

is to be held at the University of York

from 6-9 September 2010.

The conference comes 20 years after the

Nature Conservancy Council organised a

similarly titled event which drew 337

delegates from 29 countries. The 2010

conference will review changes in the

intervening years and look ahead to

future strategies and actions. 

The conference, sponsored by the Joint

Nature Conservation Committee,

Environment Agency, Scottish

Environment Protection Agency,

Northern Ireland Environment Agency,

Scottish Natural Heritage and Natural

England, will bring together all those

interested in achieving greater

integration of conservation within the

management of river systems. It will

provide a forum for scientists, policy

makers, water resource managers,

engineers and nature conservationists.

Among the subjects likely to be analysed

and discussed are catchment and river

management, channel engineering,

riparian zones, catchment characteristics

and control, fluvial changes,

hydromorphological integrity, river

classifications and assessment of

conservation potential, and adaptive

management in the face of climate

change. More details at

www.jncc.gov.uk/page-4902

Interpretation –GeoDialling geology

Conferences
...on rivers

...and education

Stuart Monro, scientific director of Dynamic Earth opening the GeoDial in September 2009. 
Photo © Diana Turner
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A wildlife garden beside the Dalwhat Water in

Moniaive, Dumfriesshire has become the

home of an inspirational and

educational artwork known as

the ‘GeoDial’.  

Produced by geology

group ‘GeoD’,

Dumfries and

Galloway’s first

geological society,

the GeoDial is a

gateway to the

geology of the

area. Casual

visitors and

geotourists alike

can walk along the

pathway and over the

bridge from Moniaive

village, enjoy a tranquil

moment sitting by the

GeoDial and learn something of

Dumfries and Galloway’s deep past.

An interpretative panel is sited beside the

Geodial and together may be regarded as an

outdoor classroom for local schools.

The rocks comprising the GeoDial and surrounding

it in the garden are mostly from Dumfries and

Galloway. They represent the rich geodiversity and

geological development of the area over hundreds

of millions of years. Some of the rocks come from

farther afield such as Canada and Scandinavia,

highlighting Dumfriesshire’s geological attachment

to these areas ages ago.

Scottish Natural Heritage, the Institute of Physics

and BBC Breathing Places funded the project.

Kenny Marchbanks Haulage, Andy McKinna

Stonemason, and Kirkconnel, Cloburn, Duneaton

and Dalbeattie quarries donated, transported and

cut the rocks. To find out more about the GeoD

Society, which is a sub-committee of the Geological

Society of Glasgow, please contact me at

moffatdmt@hotmail.com.

– Diana Turner, GeoD Society

A close-up of the
GeoDial.  
Photo © 
Diana 
Turner



Shetland has been awarded

European Geopark Status, in

recognition of its incredible

Earth heritage and the work

undertaken by Geopark

Shetland. From the highest

sheer cliffs in Britain to the best

‘hands on’ exposure of the

Great Glen Fault, Shetland is

more geologically diverse than

any similar-sized area in Europe.

Where else can you walk on

ancient oceanic crust, explore

an extinct volcano and stroll

across shifting sands, all in a

day?

Managed by Shetland Amenity

Trust, Geopark Shetland, with

support from a multi-agency

working group, has developed a

range of imaginative projects

that bring to life the stories told

by Shetland’s rocks. These

stories reveal how the world

has formed and changed over

billions of years. Oceans

opening and closing, mountains

forming (and being eroded),

tropical seas, volcanoes, deserts

and ice ages have all been part

of Shetland’s geology and have

influenced every aspect of life in

the isles.

For more information visit:

www.geoparkshetland.org.uk

– Jonathan Swale

Scottish Natural Heritage

UKRIGS has officially changed its

name to GeoConservationUK. 

The decision was taken at an

Extraordinary General Meeting

held in London on 31 October

2009 during the Geologists’

Association annual reunion and

Festival of Geology and followed

extensive consultation among the

membership. 

It was decided that the UKRIGS

logo would undergo minimal

change in order to retain the

widely recognised identity that

the organisation has established. 

Other important constitutional

changes were:

• To increase members of the

Executive from 7 to 10.

• To introduce the term Local

Site as used by government

departments to sit alongside

the term RIGS. 

At the AGM which followed , a

new executive committee was

elected, with Mike Browne

proposed by Lothian & Borders

RIGS as the re-elected chair, and

Alan Cutler, proposed by the Black

Country Geological Society, as the

re-elected treasurer. Cheryl Jones

continues as secretary. The other

elected members of the executive

committee are Ken Addison

(Gwynedd & Môn RIGS), Cynthia

Burek (NEWRIGS), Tom Hose

(proposed by Buckinghamshire

Earth Heritage Group), Kevin

Crawford (proposed by Cheshire

RIGS) and Rick Ramsdale

(proposed by Sheffield Area

Geology Trust). These elected

members serve for two years

from 2009-2011. John Reynolds

and Keith Ambrose continue as

members for another year. Craig

Slawson will remain as

webmaster. Tom Hose takes over

as the newsletter editor from

Cynthia Burek. 

The chairman’s report highlighted

the record number of members

with 51 groups (37 in England, five

in Wales and nine in Scotland)

along with two associates. The

two new members are SW Wales

RIGS and Argyll and the Islands

RIGS. 

The report also mentioned key

issues during the year, including:

� Numerous consultations

including National Ecosystem

Assessment, PPS15 (Heritage)

� Invitation to join the

‘Discovering Places’ project of

the London 2012 Cultural

Olympiad

� UKGAP participation

� Landscape Character

Assessments

� Success of Earth Science On-

Site (ESOS) with over 23,000

page views over the past year

for the 16 sites

� Development of English

Regional Geodiversity

Partnerships (e.g. West

Midlands and NW Geodiversity

Partnership) 

� Success of AWRG in gaining

funding for Clwydian LGAP

� In Scotland, working with SESEF,

National Trust for Scotland

(Hugh Miller’s House potential

closure) and Scottish

Parliament on geodiversity

issues with e-petition

submission to establish

geodiversity duty.

An increase of membership fee to

£10 from £5 was announced by

the treasurer, the first increase in

the history of the organisation.

– Cynthia Burek, 

University of Chester

The Old Red Sandstone cliffs fringing the islands of Bressay and Noss, off the
east coast of the Shetland Mainland, offer spectacular scope for interpreting
Devonian environments and more recent coastal processes. 

Exposures in Virdins Quarry at Mavis Grind in the north Mainland of
Shetland, offer scope for education and interpretation.  
Both photos © Allen Fraser/Shetland Geotours

GeoConservation UK
UKRIGS new name and a membership record

6

Geoparks – Shetland admitted to European network



W
hilst doing some

research on the

geology collections of

the University of

Lyon last summer, I

was shown some objects that would be

familiar to anyone who has seen the

historic dinosaur models in the park at

Crystal Palace, London. 

The miniature Lyon models or maquettes

closely resemble the sculptures created by

Waterhouse Hawkins for the Crystal Palace

Park – the world’s first model dinosaur park

when it opened in 1854 – and consist of a

Megalosaurus, a labyrinthodont and a

group consisting of an ichthyosaur and

several plesiosaurs. The only information

associated with the models suggests that

they date from the 19th Century. Models

based upon the Crystal Palace sculptures

are known to have been sold and distributed

by at least two individuals, the purposes of

which (apart from providing an income)

were to educate the public and to bring to

life objects that were otherwise represented

by fragments of skeleton or illustrations.

This was the beginning of a trend that

originated during the middle of the 19th

Century and continues today in the form of

the manufacture of casts and replicas for

education, research and publicity.

The resemblance of these particular models

to those in the catalogue of one Henry A.

Ward, suggests that they were made, or at

least distributed, by him. Ward was born at

Rochester, in New York, travelled widely in

Europe and Africa and studied in the Paris

School of Mines, eventually becoming a

professor of natural science at Rochester

University. Ward developed a business

(which still exists) supplying replicas of

fossils ranging from

microfossils to large

plesiosaur skeletons.

At one time Ward’s

catalogue contained

1,207 fossil replicas

available for sale.

Ward’s models (if they

are his) differ in subtle

ways from Waterhouse

Hawkins’ dinosaur

sculptures. For example, the scales on

Hawkins’ Megalosaurus are not visible in

the model or the catalogue illustration. But

the model and the illustration are so similar

that it is difficult not to conclude that they

are of the same object.

Apart from their production for commercial

purposes, replicas and casts can provide a

tool for site conservation. This is because

they can satisfy some collectors’ desires for

specimens and samples, so alleviating the

pressure to acquire the real thing. The

preparation of casts of larger or more

extensive features on

some sites may reduce

direct pressure on the

features of interest

and, in some cases,

enhance the quality of

the research derived

from such material. A

future article in Earth

Heritage will look

particularly at some

projects using large-

scale moulding and

casting techniques to

help conserve

substantial and

important features that may otherwise

ultimately be lost to natural (and perhaps

un-natural) processes.�

A model way
of collecting
David Evans,
Natural England

Lone ichthyosaur (note relatively slender body).

All photos © Dave Evans

One of the Crystal Palace labyrinthodonts.

Above: The Crystal Palace Megalosaurus
showing scales.  

Top: View of the Lyon model from the front
with a distinctly different poise to that of
the Crystal Palace sculpture.

The model
in Lyon,
showing a
more
amphibian-
like squat.

Somewhat more rotund
ichthyosaur with a group of
plesiosaurs
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A
lways an intriguing topic

for geoconservation – why

bother about soils? Well in

the current thinking, soils

are a vital component of

our landscape diversity and provide a

range of ‘ecosystem services’

underpinning the quality of our lives as

well as the economy.

In 1970, the Ministry of Agriculture

commissioned the Strutt Report ‘Modern

Farming and the Soil’, which tried to

identify the major threats to soil quality.

The Royal Commission on Environmental

Pollution examined the state and likely

future of soil, again largely from an

agricultural perspective, and published a

report entitled  ‘The Sustainable Use of

Soils’ in 1996 recommending that

“government should draw up and

implement a soil protection policy for the

UK”.

Since then there has been a range of

exploratory action plans and consultations,

but strategies and policies are like buses –

we wait for 13 years then a fleet of them

comes at once. 

The Ministry of Agriculture’s successor, the

Department for Environment, Food and

Rural Affairs (DEFRA) responded in

October 2009 with ‘Safeguarding our Soils

– A Strategy for England’. The Ministerial

introduction by Hilary Benn points out the

risk to climate change if more carbon is lost

from soil, the costs of soil erosion and the

need to have a healthy environment.

However, of the 33 paragraphs in the

executive summary, only one refers, in

passing, to soil as ‘a fundamental resource

on which life depends’. The Strategy

includes eight key actions, none of which

refers to the natural environment. It is a

largely definitive re-statement of the many

concerns held about threats to agricultural

soils and it re-emphasises what is already 

being done to advise farmers with an

intention to strengthen the cross-

compliance obligation (within the revised

Common Agricultural policy) to keep land

in ‘good agricultural and environmental

condition’. This requires farmers to develop

a Soil Management Checklist / Risk

Assessment to identify if any specific soil

management issues arise on the farm; the

onus being on the farmer to identify and

undertake actions to address specific

problems. 

DEFRA’s strategy, therefore, is focussed on

agricultural soils and only makes passing

reference to the natural environment. It

does emphasise, however, that ‘soil is a

devolved issue’, an interesting phrase since

six months earlier, the Scottish Government

had produced ‘The Scottish Soil

Framework’.

This is an altogether different approach that

recognises soil as one of the nation’s

greatest natural assets. It sets out to

establish a focus group and direct soil

protection to deliver 13 outcomes. These

include: 

� recognising that soil provides for habitats

and biodiversity; and 

� protecting soils with significant historical

and cultural features. 

The Welsh Assembly Government produced

a consultation report in June 2008 which

suggests that WAG: 

John Conway,
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester

Protecting our

soils?
Various soil types
underlie this
panorama north
towards Tryfan, 
Y Garn and Llyn
Ogwen from Pen
Llithrig-y-Wrach.

All photos © 
John Conway

Brown earthStagnohumic gley
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John Conway is Principal

Lecturer in Soil Science at the

Royal Agricultural College and

a Director of GeoMôn /

Anglesey Geopark. He has

published a field guide, 

Soils in the Welsh Landscape

and is preparing a soil trail

leaflet for the Anglesey

Coastal Footpath.

� will scrutinise development plans to

check that the impact on the national soil

resource is properly taken into account, 

� will liaise to increase awareness of soil in

the environment; and 

� will consider intensive monitoring of a

sample of designated sites of different

habitat types, soils being integral to this. 

WAG recognises that the environment is

important to visitors (a visitor survey in

1999 showed the environment was the main

reason for over half of the holiday trips

made by UK residents into Wales) and feels

education about soils is important. Sadly it

doesn’t mention the work of the Welsh

RIGS groups stretching back over 10 years

in adopting soils as a key part of their

geoconservation work. The consultation is

due to end soon and it is planned to publish

a strategy next year.

Natural England also has a consultation out

on its Draft Policy on Soil. Two of its

summary points are relevant here – that NE

believes that soil is a key component of

most landscapes, and that decisions about

the natural environment should take full

account of their impact on soils. Expanding

on the first point, it comments that “soil

stores elements of our geological ….

heritage” and “the source rock typically

determines the ….nature of the soil”.

Both the Scottish Framework and Natural

England’s draft policy focus on the

diversity of soils – a theme that I have

presented at several international

geodiversity conferences, namely that the

variety of soil types is the link between

geodiversity and biodiversity, and

preserving the natural variation of soil will

preserve the character of our landscape. 

The Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund

has just funded a training programme for

members of the Geology Trusts to learn

how to recognise and record Quaternary

sediments and soil profiles (see page 4), so

things are moving in the right direction! �

Peat Podsol Brown podzolic

Erosion is probably the most visible threat to soil.
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I
n 2007, the Geology trusts and UkrIGs

(now GeoConservationUk) initiated an

England-wide discussion on establishing

regional Geodiversity Partnerships. there

was agreement that regional Geodiversity

Partnerships were worthwhile and, subsequently,

Natural England has facilitated the growth of the

Partnerships which are now established in each of

the Government regions, including London. 

The whole exercise was driven by the experience of

the newly formed West Midlands Geodiversity

Partnership and supported by Natural England with

funding from the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund

(ALSF). 

Why Regional Geodiversity
Partnerships?
Regional Geodiversity Partnerships are the equivalents

of Regional Biodiversity Partnerships and the new

Regional Landscape Partnerships.

The partnerships provide:

� Mutual support – sharing experience across a

region, helping and inspiring each other

� Influencing – providing a regional voice and

identity for geodiversity and influencing regional

policy, Regional Spatial Strategies and regional

organisations

� Working together – developing cross-regional ideas,

initiatives and activities that use shared geology,

share experience and offer opportunities to work

with new organisations

� Funding – the opportunity to influence, link to and

benefit from regional funding sources and to widen

the profile of geodiversity with new funders.

Who is involved?
Participants typically include local geoconservation

and geology groups, Natural England, the BGS, local

authorities, universities, museums, Wildlife Trusts, the

National Trust, AONBs, National Parks, European

Geoparks and other regional fora.

Natural England continues to facilitate the

development of Regional Geodiversity Partnerships by

providing a mix of co-ordination, chairing and meeting

space where needed.  In many cases Natural England

also facilitates links with other regional bodies.

Natural England has provided funding to support the

growth of the partnerships. This has been used to help

partnership co-ordination, website development and

support for cross-regional partnership projects and

initiatives alongside the activities of individual

partners. 

The Partnerships are at different stages

of development. Most have agreed

terms of reference, some are separate

partnerships whilst others have linked

with established regional fora. All are

providing a new forum for the sharing

of experience and the development of

new ideas. They increasingly provide a

mechanism for linking into other

regional and local agendas.

� North EAst – strong link to

regional government and providing

new momentum for geodiversity in

the North East. Current focus on

reviewing Local Geological Sites in

region. Contact:  Mike Sutcliffe,

Natural England,

mike.sutcliffe@naturalengland.org.uk

� YorkshIrE ANd hUmbEr –

development of a partnership

website; support for Lime and Ice

landscape project (North Yorkshire

Moors National Park); continued

support of the Dinosaur Coast and

support for site survey.

http://microsite.yhub.org.uk/

Contact: Nancy Stedman, Natural

England, nancy.stedman@

naturalengland.org.uk 

� North WEst – focus on

reviewing LGAPs (including

Cheshire, Lancashire and Cumbria)

and launching LGAPs.  Increasingly

strong links to regional landscape

work. Website development and

partnership leaflet produced.

Contact: Kevin Crawford, Liverpool

Hope University,

crawfok@hope.ac.uk

� EAst mIdLANds – increasingly

responsive to regional consultations,

input into development of regional

landscape characterisation work,

longer-term website development,

review of Local Geological Sites in

Peak District/Derbyshire area and

support for travelling exhibition in

Charnwood Area. Contact: Keith

Ambrose, British Geological Survey,

kam@bgs.ac.uk

� WEst mIdLANds – strong

influence at regional and local level,

geological input to review of region’s

National Character Area [landscape]

descriptions, Local Geological Site

monitoring and exploring the

opportunities for regional funding

bids. www.geowestmidlands.org.uk

Contact: Alan Cutler,

alan.cutler@btconnect.com

The London

Geodiversity

Partnership, which

includes Natural

England, the

Greater London

Authority, the

BGS, the London

Biodiversity

Partnership and

representatives

from local geology

groups, universities and a range of

London Boroughs, was established

after the London Plan included a clear

policy for geodiversity. The partnership

explored how to deliver the policy and

commissioned an early initial audit of

London’s geodiversity to provide

recommendations for Local Geological

Sites and the further development of

geodiversity policies and planning in

London. Funded by the ALSF and

Natural England this work was

undertaken on behalf of the Partnership

by the BGS and the report, London’s

Foundations, was completed in 2009.

(www.naturalengland.org.uk/regions

/london/ourwork/londonsfoundations

.aspx) 

Jonathan Larwood,
Natural England

Regional partnerships on    
What are the Regional Partnerships  

Building on London’s foundations
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At the London’s Foundations launch in Charlton,

Professor Iain Stewart joined the partnership and

helped bring to life the links between

geodiversity, cities and people. A visit to Gilbert’s

Pit SSSI followed, for a media event and

photocall with Thorntree Primary School pupils,

who enjoyed an afternoon sieving for fossils.

Now firmly established, the partnership has

started to ‘build on’ London’s Foundations. A

draft London Geodiversity Action Plan is being

developed for consultation later in the year, the

partnership has responded to the revised London

Plan consultation and support has been provided

for smaller projects linked to the building stone

collection at University College London and

exploring the relationship between geodiversity

and parks and gardens.

The London Geodiversity Partnership has re-

invigorated geodiversity work in London, raised

geological awareness at regional government

level and provided a new way of releasing

resources for geodiversity with potential benefits

across London.

� EAst oF ENGLANd – well established and

influential forum ‘Geo-East’. Focus on

supporting a range of partner projects and

ChalkEast – a region-wide landscape project

with each of the county geology groups

contributing to its success. www.geo-

east.org.uk Contact: Tim Holt-Wilson,

timholtwilson@onetel.com

� LoNdoN – geodiversity audit, launch of

London’s Foundations, development of a

London Geodiversity Action Plan and a London

building stone project leading to a significant

change in the profile of geodiversity and

planning in London. Contact: Jane Wilson,

Natural England,

jane.wilson@naturalengland.org.uk

� soUth – focus on cross-Local

Geoconservation Group projects and sharing of

experience. This has included developing a new

group in Hampshire, advising on LGAP writing

and undertaking cross-region projects that have

included the establishment of a regional tufa site

and fossil mammal site database and the

development of regional geotrails. Contact:

Vanessa Burley, Natural England,

vanessa.burley@ naturalengland.org.uk

� soUth WEst – developing partnership

website, partnership facilitated by the English

Riviera Geopark.  Contact: Mel Border, English

Riviera Geopark Organisation,

m.border@englishriviera.org.uk

   the rise in England
Regional Geodiversity

Partnerships in England have

come a long way in just over

two years, but this is a critical

point. In 2009, UKRIGS (now

GeoConservationUK) [see

page 6] and The Geology

Trusts reviewed partnership

progress and concluded that,

irrespective of funding levels,

they had all succeeded in

stimulating networking,

sharing good practice, mutual

support and re-invigoration of

less active or dormant

partners. These values should

sustain the partnerships and

keep them growing.

At the same time there

remain clear challenges for

the partnerships. In particular,

it is important that their

profile and influence continue

to develop. With a

partnership established in

each region, widening

participation and

strengthening regional links

should start to bring

dividends, as will starting to

share experience between

regions.

Sustaining the partnerships

and funding will always

remain a challenge. Natural

England, where possible, will

continue to provide support

but partnerships need to

widen their search for

resources. This is already

happening in some regions

and is particularly successful

where there is a wider range

of partners and where region-

wide projects are being

developed.

Hopefully, the much

anticipated arrival of the UK

Geodiversity Action Plan will

strengthen the context and

profile of the Regional

Geodiversity Partnerships and

provide a mechanism for

linking the regions. �

For more information please

contact: jonathan.larwood@

natural.england.org.uk

      doing?

   

What’s next for
Regional
Geodiversity
Partnerships?

Iain Stewart at the London’s Foundations launch.
Far left: Children tell the TV cameras why they like
the fossils at Gilbert’s Pit SSSI.

Both photos © David Harland

Among Geo-East’s portfolio of
geodiversity gems is
puddingstone near Ipswich
Museum (above).
Photo © Geo-East

This Chalk exposure at West Runton, Norfolk, has been scoured clean by
tide after full moon. Photo © R. Yeomans/Geo-East



T
he rounded hills at

Cairnhead Forest near the

village of moniaive, in this

little known area of

dumfries and Galloway,

tell a fascinating and ancient story of

deep oceans and rugged mountains,

reshaped by the immense power of

moving continents, ice and water. they

now also tell a new story; that of stones

shifted, this time by man, rather than

the force of nature. these hills are

newly home to four massive sandstone

arches by international environmental

artist Andy Goldsworthy and, like the

ancient rock formations, now seem an

integral part of the landscape which

walkers can explore.

This project which aims to interpret and

make accessible this particularly interesting

and unspoilt landscape, was developed by

Andy Goldsworthy working with Forestry

Commission Scotland, Scottish Natural

Heritage, Dumfries & Galloway Arts

Association, Solway Heritage and the local

community. 

Formed from 31 hand-dressed blocks of red

sandstone, each of the four self-supporting

arches, stands 12 feet high and weighs

approximately 27 tons. Alongside Andy’s

magnificent stone arches, stone carver Pip

Hall was commissioned to research and

interpret the history of the area through a

series of stone carvings set around the Byre

at Cairnhead which hosts Goldsworthy’s

first arch, the focal point

for walkers wanting to

experience the arches.  

Artist and poet Alec Finlay

was also commissioned.

He devised a walk and

wrote a poem which

walkers can collect from

letterboxes on the poetry

walk, about the landscape

and wildlife in the area,

linking back to

Goldsworthy’s inspiration

for the arches – the stone,

this specific landscape and

its people. 

At Cairnhead, one can see

exposed the resilient

geological foundation of

the area, 440 million-year-

old greywackes and shales. Deposited at the

bottom of the Iapetus Ocean that once

separated the two converging continents

carrying Scotland and England, these

sediments were scraped off and lifted

upward as the ocean closed. The now-

vertical layers of rock at Cairnhead

generally do not contain fossils; however,

the finest muddy sediments that covered the

ocean floor occur nearby as bands of shale

containing fossil graptolites. These colonial

marine organisms with intricate skeletal

structures, play a vital role for geologists as

indicators of the age of rocks and the

structural evolution of the area. The name

graptolite, from the Greek word grapho

(write) was derived from the idea that the

fossils look like some ancient form of

writing in the rock. These tiny planktonic

creatures provided inspiration for the

specially commissioned carving by Pip

Hall set into the drystone dyke by the

Byre.

During successive Ice Ages, massive

glaciers shaped the ground and created the

Striding arches and
resilient rocks

In issue 32, we explored
the influence that the
Scottish landscape and
its geology have exerted
on cultural and creative
effort over recent
centuries. Here, we
examine two projects in
Dumfries and Galloway,
south-west Scotland,
where sculpture and
poetry in the landscape
represent subtle means
of interpreting the
area’s geological
heritage.

Nic Coombey,
Solway Heritage

Jane McArthur,
Dumfries and Galloway 

Arts Association

The distribution of the artworks in the
Cairnhead landscape.

All photos © Mike Bolam, who
documented the project
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rounded landscape and steep-sided glen we

see today. The travelling ice carried large

erratics far from their original resting

places. In more recent times, it is people

that have been transporting stone, mostly

for the construction of buildings. The red

sandstone seen seven miles away in many

of the houses of Moniaive, as well as in the

Byre and the Striding Arches themselves, is

not indigenous to Cairnhead and the

immediate area, but has been transported

from quarries close to Dumfries. The red

sands were deposited as giant sand dunes in

dry desert conditions around 260 million

years ago. They have been extensively

quarried for building stone used in Scotland

and as far afield as Canada and the USA.  

As an environmental artist, Goldsworthy

has had a long working fascination with

stone. In understanding visually how it has

shaped the landscape he explores how the

results of such massive natural processes

have been utilised by man for enclosing

fields, marking boundaries and constructing

sheep folds. 

When Goldsworthy was commissioned to

build his first sandstone arch in Canada,

using stone from the quarries near

Dumfries, he was intrigued to find

buildings in Montreal made from the same

red sandstone. This sandstone, he

discovered, had indeed come from

Dumfriesshire and had been used as ballast

by ships making the return voyage across

the Atlantic. For Goldsworthy, the 

passage of this particular stone across the 

Carving of graptolites by Pip Hall set in the drystone wall at Cairnhead. 
This sculpture was inspired by fossils found nearby. 

Striding arch on Benbrack Hill

Striding Arch at the Byre, Cairnhead

see page 15 13
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He’s a bit of bruiser, a bully of a

mountain.

Head in a black cloud, he scatters

ankle-breaking holes on the ground,

wraps his summit in chilly fingers of

mist.

Then, in forgiving mood, he lifts the

gloom,

shows off the glories of Galloway’s

views.

This is one of a series of poems and

landscape sculptures inspired by the

scenery, geology and history of Cairnsmore

of Fleet, a granite massif in Galloway,

south-west Scotland. Part of Cairnsmore is

a National Nature Reserve (NNR) owned

and managed by Scottish Natural Heritage

(SNH). 

The NNR is managed for its upland habitats

and species and past interpretation has

focused on these aspects of the site.

However, recent refurbishment of the NNR

visitor centre provided an opportunity to

include interpretation of the geology and

geomorphology of the area. At the same

time, SNH, in partnership with the

Dumfries and Galloway Arts Association,

commissioned two local artists to develop

artworks to inspire an insight and

understanding of Cairnsmore’s unique and

distinctive landscape. Mary Smith is a

writer and Matt Baker is a sculptor – both

are based in Dumfries and Galloway. The

resulting five sculptures and five associated

poems were basically inspired by the three

‘stories’ of Cairnsmore’s origins – the

closure of the Iapetus Ocean; its glacial

history; and its post-glacial landscape and

history of human land use.  

Ocean
Turned inside out, upside down,

ocean’s floor rose into light

seabed became mountain peak,

rocky crags where peregrines fly

and ravens cry.

(Extract from Ocean, by Mary Smith)

As its name suggests, the principal

inspiration for this sculpture and poem was

the Iapetus Ocean and its

closure when Laurentia and Avalonia, the

two contintents which carried Scotland and

England, collided. The sculpture is made up

of local greywacke, a muddy sandstone laid

down on the floor of the Iapetus Ocean and

raised to mountain height as the ocean

closed. Sited within a former railway

cutting (part of the old ‘Paddy Line’ from

Dumfries to Stranraer) the sculpture

illustrates layers of greywacke intruded by

granite, the rock which forms Cairnsmore.

The sculpture incorporates a test tube with

sea water and silt from Mossyard beach, on

the Solway – another link to the oceanic

origins of the area.

Heart
During the slow progressive closure of the

Iapetus Ocean and formation of the

Southern Uplands, molten rock welled up

and was intruded around 392 million years

ago into the greywacke and shales. It

cooled very slowly and solidified to form

the Cairnsmore granite. Over many millions

of years, the rocks overlying the granite

were eroded away.

Softer stones eroded,

granite heart remains;

glacier honed, Cairnsmore

stands proud, presiding

over emptiness.

(Extract from Heart, by Mary Smith)

The result is the second largest plutonic

mass of the Southern Uplands after Criffel,

oval in shape and measuring some 18 km by

11 km. Virtually the whole area comprises

pale-grey granite with particularly large

crystals. The heat from the granite intrusion

baked the surrounding ocean-deposited

sediments, giving them a distinctive brown

and purple colour, with a bit of sparkle. 

The accompanying sculpture is located

within the remains of a former farmstead –

Little Cullendoch. It sits within what would

have been the ‘heart’ of the house. Both the

sculpture and the remains are being

colonised by moss and lichen, thus

becoming gradually re-absorbed into the

landscape from which they emerged.

Hush
When glaciers scoured rock faces,

carved mountains, opened rivers and

lochs,

no one felt the icy touch

of their slow slide to the sea.

(Extract from Hush, by Mary Smith)

The landscape around Cairnsmore of Fleet

has been sculpted and smoothed by the

passage of ice sheets and glaciers many

times over the last 2.6 million years. The

last ice sheet flowed into the Solway Firth

from the Galloway Hills, enveloping

Cairnsmore of Fleet around 20-30 thousand

years ago. The glaciers selectively scoured

and shaped the Clints of Dromore, and

excavated corries in the Cairnsmore of

Fleet. (The Clints are a distinctive, rugged

granite outcrop on the south-eastern side of

the NNR.) 

During the summer, large volumes of

meltwater moved under hydrostatic

pressure within tunnels in and under the ice.

The Clints of Dromore have been cut into

by one channel that drilled out a deep cleft

in the rock. Glacial till, moraines, flat

terraces and enclosed wet hollows are a

legacy of the melting ice. 

Matt Baker’s ‘Hush’ sits on top of the

Clints of Dromore and attempts to suggest a

world apart from humans. This particular

piece does not really relate directly to the

geological story of the Clints, but was

partially inspired by the noise made by the

wind blowing across an empty water bottle

on the day that Matt was looking at possible

locations for a sculpture on the Clints. 

Poetic licence at Cairnsmore of Fleet
Andrew Bielinski,
Scottish Natural Heritage

Hush, one of the more remote sculptures
that uses granite boulders with pursed
lips carved onto them to highlight the

perfect silence that may be experienced
in this landscape. Photo © Allan Devlin
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Erratic

A’m no keen oan bein cried an

‘erratic’:

soons as though A staggert here,

stottin fu. Tellin ye, it wisnae me:

a big glacier did it –

an then it meltet away.

A wisnae daein nothin wrang whin

it gied me a shove, wheeched me up,

whirled me aroon lik A wis

nae mair wechtie nor a balloon.

Next meenit, heid ower heels,

breengin doon thon hill.

(Extract from Erratic, by Mary Smith)

One of the features of glacier retreat is the

leaving behind of boulders (erratics)

transported many miles from their source

areas. Mary’s dialect poem tells the tale of a

local erratic very succinctly.  

Matt’s ‘erratic’ consists of a granite boulder,

with a bronze chain and handle attached,

sitting out on the open hillside in a remote

part of the reserve  – not strictly an erratic

then, since it is made of the local bedrock –

but it follows the spirit of ‘erraticism’ in

that people are encouraged to help it on its

journey by dragging it along a bit in a

direction of their choosing. Obviously this

means that the chances of finding it on any

given day are not high - but Matt’s view is

that if the lure of the sculpture gets people

out onto that bit of the reserve, then it will

have done its job!

Scene Shifter
One of the most striking features of the area

around the visitor centre at Cairnsmore is

the Big Water of Fleet viaduct, which

carried the aforementioned ‘Paddy Line’

over the Water of Fleet. Matt’s sculpture

‘Scene Shifter’ asks a question about the

timescale of the viaduct relative to the other

stories about the shaping of the landscape. 

Mary’s poem also reflects on this:

Millions of years in the making

moorland, hill and heather,

mosses and bog.

A continuous chain of actions,

reactions –

earthquakes, volcanoes, glaciers,

ever changing weather

people, planting, felling, farming…

Landscape today is not an end result,

but only a single frame

in a long-running, slow motion movie.

How well will we act our parts

in the next scene?

(Scene Shifters, by Mary Smith)

The sculpture, in bronze, reflects the shape

of the viaduct. It is attached to a boulder in

the middle of the Water of Fleet and is

subject to regular flooding and abrasion

against the boulder – will it last as long as

the viaduct has lasted?

All the

poems

were

printed in

two

limited

editions

(called

passports),

one for the

people of

Gatehouse and the other for folk in

Creetown. The passports also contain

information about the sculptures. The idea

here was to 'gift' the project to the two

towns that are gateways to the NNR and

invite local people to go and find the

sculptures first in the hope that they might

'own' the project and tell others about it as

their 'special secret' and as a result have a

bigger stake in the Reserve itself. Matt also

worked with the two local primary schools

in Gatehouse and Creetown where children

worked on scupltures using different

materials – these were displayed in and

around the NNR visitor centre. 

An unexpected postscript to the Arts project

was an approach by the Dumfries and

Galloway Arts Festival last year to put on a

site-based event by local performance

artists, Oceanallover. The production,

Surfacemen, was created specifically for

the landscape of Cairnsmore Nature

Reserve. Five actors from the company

based their improvisations on Matt’s

sculptures and on texts written by Debbie

Kent that focused on the landscape, the

history and people that lived in Cairnsmore,

as well as its geology. It is hoped that

further collaborations with the Dumfries

and Galloway Arts Association will be as

fruitful and inspiring as Matt and Mary’s

work has been. �

seas, harks back to the shaping of the

landscape at Cairnhead, which at one time

had sustained at least six farming

settlements. Many of the inhabitants, who

had moved the rocks to create shelter for

themselves and their animals, left during

the years of migration from Scotland and

like the local sandstone, travelled to

Canada and the USA, perhaps on board the

very same ships, taking their heritage and

the story of the stone with them.

The human history influenced

Goldsworthy’s work at Cairnhead as much

as the geology and was combined in

thoughts about stones and the journeys

they make; whether they be movement

forced by plate tectonics, glaciers, or more

recently by the displacement and utilisation

of stone by man. Now, like the stones and

the people on their journeys over the

centuries, the arches act as a parallel,

mirroring their own transformative journey

in the physical journey for the walker from

arch to arch and hilltop to hilltop which is

encompassed by the very way in which the

arches themselves can seem to travel with

the walker through the landscape. The

highest arch sits on top of Colt Hill at

598m, offering spectacular views of the

surrounding countryside and a sightline to

the other arches. The sites were carefully

chosen, reflecting Goldsworthy’s intimate

knowledge of the landscape, so that from

each of the hilltop arches, the other two

arches would be visible, thus acting as

markers in the landscape and interacting

with the viewer and each other. However,

they do not dominate the landscape;

instead they meld into it, become part of it,

like their indigenous stone cousins. 

Arches are traditionally seen as doorways

and, at Cairnhead, they offer an entrance of

a kind; an opening into a landscape and its

intriguing geological and human history

which people are now free to explore.

For further information please visit

www.stridingarches.com, or contact Nic

Coombey (for Solway Heritage

www.solwayheritage.co.uk) and  Jane

McArthur (for Dumfries and Galloway

Arts Association www.dgaa.net).�

Matt Baker explains the concept behind his
sculpture 'Erratic'. Photo © Andrew Bielinski/
Scottish Natural Heritage

‘Scene Shifter’ almost covered by
the Water of Fleet in flood. Photo
© Andrew Bielinski/ Scottish
Natural Heritage

from page 13
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The top three pictures show that, at Hampen Railway Cutting SSSI, selective trees on
and around the geological faces deny light to understorey plants, so the exposures are
left relatively clear. The oval inset (right) reveals what happens to a face when trees are
clear-felled: low-level plants flourish in the light and completely obscure the geology. 
All photos © Dave Evans.

Putting geology in the shade    

Dave Evans
Natural England

Trees – spare them  

T
rees on geological sites, and in

particular, in disused quarries

and cuttings, can be less than

desirable when it comes to

conserving features of geological

interest. 

Tree growth can reduce or impair the

visibility of the exposures. If growing on

or above the face, trees have the

potential to destabilise the face through

wind-throw or sheer weight. On some

sites where unconsolidated sediments

are involved, root growth may penetrate

and disturb sediments to the point

where the primary features of geological

interest are lost. Wind-throw in such

situations may cause extensive damage

as the whole of the rootplate is lifted,

potentially exposing the underlying

sediments to further weathering and

erosion.

It would appear from the above that

trees may be considered a bit of a

menace on these types of site. But that’s

not the whole story: trees can be a

conservation benefit on some geological

sites. Some recent site visits and

discussions with site advisors set me

thinking about possible proactive

approaches to tree management that

might result in geological site

enhancement and potential reductions

in the long-term effort and costs of

managing some sites.

What benefits might trees bring to site

conservation? I suggest that there are at

least two:

� Shading out the undergrowth

understorey

� Protecting the geological feature from

weathering and erosion.

Some evidence of the benefits of shading

and protection from erosion are

provided by the examples on these

pages.

And there are maybe another two

(which I won’t discuss here, but will

perhaps return to at a future date):

� Binding of materials

� Hydrological control.16

Hampen Railway Cutting SSSI in

Gloucestershire consists of a deep,

steep-sided, narrow, disused railway

cutting. It contains extensive

exposures of the Middle Jurassic

succession from the Eyford Member

of the Fuller’s Earth Formation

through to the White Limestone

Formation and includes the type

section for the Hampen Formation.

The rocks consist of limestones,

sandy limestones and clays which are

often thinly interbedded and, as a

consequence, are susceptible to

failure in the form of small-scale

slips. Most of the cutting is wooded,

with trees growing above it, on the

floor and to a lesser extent, on the

walls of the cutting.

The presence of a thick canopy from

late spring onwards means that the

understorey is suppressed, and apart

from the few trees and shrubs on the

walls of the cutting, the ground is

nearly bare, with relatively extensive,

if somewhat intermittent exposures

present between talus cones. By

contrast, where the cutting has been

cleared of trees in the past, the walls

are now covered in well-developed

grasses and low scrub, making the

exposures all but invisible.

Where trees are shading out other

vegetation, their removal may result

in colonisation by grasses and herbs.

If the faces are shallow or uneven

enough, soils may develop, providing

opportunities for shrubs and trees to

colonise. If these produce enough

canopy, then it is possible that we

may end up where we started anyway

– but perhaps with a layer of soil as

well. In order to control the spread of

vegetation, and depending on the

stage of succession, intervention

ranging from hand removal of



Gilbert’s Pit SSSI, Charlton, South London, exemplifies how

trees can protect geology from erosion. 

This disused pit consists of two faces at right-angles facing

north and west. They expose a succession of gravels, clays and

sands belonging to the Eocene Blackheath Formation and the

Palaeocene Woolwich and Thanet formations. The west-facing

side of the pit shows several exposures (often as gullies), but is

dominated by trees and shrubs. Talus is extensively developed

at the base of the face and much of the Thanet Formation is

covered by talus, whilst the overall profile of the face may lie

between 60-70°.  

By contrast, the north-facing side of the pit is nearly vertical,

still has some talus at its base, but shows more of the Thanet

Formation, whilst the rest of the succession is well exposed.

The drawback is that trees obscure distant views of the

exposure. However, the tree cover is significant in maintaining

the condition of the face (the other factor may be aspect).

Sizeable trees above and in front of the face form a massive

umbrella deflecting rain and keeping the exposure relatively

intact.

There are more

such examples

which may

suggest that it is

not always a

good idea to

clear a site

entirely of trees;

some sites

benefit from

their presence.

When managing

such sites, it

may be useful to

consider what

beneficial

effects trees

may be

providing, or

have the

potential to

provide.

Thereafter, a

programme of

selective felling

could be considered. 

Moreover, in some situations, trees might be considered a

positive management tool as part of a long-term plan that

considers where trees could be used to suppress undergrowth/

understorey without too great an impact on overall visibility, as

well as the protection that trees may provide from weathering

and erosion. 

Such plans will need to consider the best species of trees

suitable for such purposes. Growth rate, root depth, size and

density of canopy, seed distribution, capacity for vegetative

regeneration and compatibility with the local soil are some of

the factors that need analysing. �
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Tree protectors...

Gilbert’s Pit SSSI - Part of west-facing exposure
showing sediments in a gully between
vegetated portions of the face.

 is a clear advantage

  the axe!

vegetation, weed wipes, sprays, brush-cutting, or lopping

saplings may be required, as well as the removal of any soil

build-up. The requirement to carry out such management on a

regular basis may also make a dent in resources, and on sites

where the rocks may be particularly susceptible to weathering

(soft limestones for example), this repeated cycle of management

may actually be detrimental, as erosion rates may accelerate.

If, on the other hand, the site is in the wooded condition of

Hampen Railway Cutting, then the main problems are low light,

perhaps a degree of interference with the total visibility of the

geology, and some soil build-up in the form of leaf mould. While

some talus may need clearing, much of the succession remains

visible and accessible for close study and sampling. It is also

possible (although this is speculative), that the presence of the

trees, even when lacking leaves during the winter, provides a

more even microclimate which can moderate weathering

processes such as freeze-thaw. 

So maybe all that should be done here is to remove some trees

selectively to improve light conditions. The trick is to stay shy of

the threshold where undergrowth starts to take over. The resource

put into this management is almost certainly less than a full

clearance and subsequent maintenance.



h
ave you ever wondered

about the origin of the

brownish, silty, soils that

occur on the

Carboniferous limestone

of northern England? they partly, and

sometimes completely, cover limestone

pavements, and often fill the bottom of

shallow dolines. Pedologists identify

these well-drained soils as rendzinas but

to leave the matter there would not do

justice to an unfolding story that marks a

paradigm shift in the way we should

think about northern England’s karst

landscapes.

The silts, sometimes up to 1.5 m thick,

cannot all have accumulated as a result of

the solution of the limestone which

frequently has less than 5 per cent insoluble

residue. If this were so, then enormous

amounts of post-glacial solution would

have had to have taken place. Furthermore,

we now know that the heavy mineral

assemblages of the silts and the limestone

are different. So what is the origin of the

silt? In terms of its particle size and its high

quartz content the silt is now recognised as

loess winnowed from glacial outwash.

Even without digging soil pits, the patches

of well-drained loess are easy to recognise

from the vegetation cover. The presence of

the fern Pterydium aquilinum (bracken),

whose rhizomes demand plenty of soil

oxygen, and calcifuges such as Calluna

vulgaris (ling), are often excellent clues. 

Optically Stimulated
Luminescence (OSL)
Recently, we have been able to date the

loess deposits using a technique called

Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)

and have made some fascinating

discoveries. Not only is some of the loess

much older than we had imagined but much

of it has been colluviated (transported by

gravity) from original airfall deposition

sites down slope to topographically lower,

more stable positions. Colluviation

requires a break-up of any protective

vegetation cover and the presence of water

to lubricate the sediment flow. Water is,

however, distinctly absent on the karst now.

But what if the landscape was covered by

lingering snow patches and nivation

processes such as gelifluction were active?

Silt samples taken at regular intervals down

the face of a soil pit for OSL dating 

indicated that the loessic silts became

progressively older, thus representing

different phases of colluviation and burial.

So how old is the loess and how do we

know it has been colluviated? In a doline

above Arncliffe, loess samples at the

bottom of a soil pit were found to be 

27 ka BP old and were deposited prior to

the area being overwhelmed by the Late

Devensian ice cover. 

Out of our sample of nearly 30 OSL dates

of loessic silts from sites across north-west

England we were surprised to find about 30

per cent of the results clustered at about 8

ka BP. We had detected colluviation during

the Late Mesolithic which began about 9.5

ka BP and ended about 6 ka BP. Was it

possible that Late Mesolithic hunter

gatherers had triggered colluviation by

burning vegetation and scrub to attract large

herbivores? We rejected this idea on several

grounds. First, we have not detected

charcoal in our silt samples from this time.

Second, our results cluster at about 8 ka BP

rather than being spread throughout the

Late Mesolithic. Third our evidence shows

that colluviation at this time was a region-

wide event.  So if not hunter gatherers,

what had triggered the colluviation? It turns

out that nivation associated with the so-

called 8.2 ka BP event fits the bill precisely

and recent research in Sweden has shown

that this was a period of accelerated

geomorphic activity associated with

increased snow fall.

OSL sheds new light on ka  
Peter Vincent*, Tom Lord, 
Peter Wilson and Matt Telfer,
Craven Research Group

Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) has revolutionised Quaternary

science because it enables much more accurate dating of sediments

through directing a light beam at electrons in some minerals to identify

absorbed radiation. From the data gathered, the age of the mineral can

be calculated to within 10% accuracy.

In OSL, the interaction of ionizing radiation, produced by uranium and

thorium with grains of quartz and feldspar, strips some electrons from

the outer shells of the mineral atoms. The electrons then become

trapped temporally within the crystal lattice defects.

The amount of trapped electrons is related to both the duration and

intensity of radiation exposure. Trapped electrons can be ‘freed’ when

the mineral grain is illuminated in the laboratory and the amount of

light emitted by the illuminated mineral grain is proportional to the total

absorbed radiation dose (De).

When mineral grains are exposed to natural daylight, individual crystals

may be exposed and their trapped electrons are ‘freed’ thus ‘bleaching’

the signal – sometimes called ‘resetting the clock’. On subsequent re-

burial, the mineral grains once again start to accumulate trapped

electrons.

In the field, the background radiation rate, the ‘dose rate’ can be

measured by a γ spectrometer. The estimated age is thus:

Age (years) = De (Gy) / dose rate (Gy per year).

OSL dating has a range from a few hundred years to about four hundred

thousand with an error of about 10 per cent. 
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OSL dating



Likely cause of climate
event
The most likely cause of the 8.2 ka BP

climatic event was the disruption of the

Meridional Overturning Circulation in the

North Atlantic. This was due to freshwater

input from the final collapse of the North

American ice-sheet and correlates with the

catastrophic drainage of the proglacial lakes

Ojibway and Agassiz. It is thought that for

several centuries stormy, cloudy, conditions

prevailed in the North Atlantic and air

temperatures may have been depressed by

as much as 5°C. In the Pennine uplands,

deep snow patches probably lingered for

much of the year, killing off herbaceous

vegetation by denying it sunlight.

Meltwater from the snow patches would

have saturated the ground, pumping up the

pore water pressure in the loess and

reducing the frictional component of its

already-low shear strength. All in all, ideal

conditions for the colluviation of loessic

silts, even on the most shallow of slopes.

Loessic silt trapped in
hollows 
Our data indicate that much loessic silt

dating to this period is now trapped in

hollows marginal to the glacio-karstic

limestone pavements. It is known that the

pavements were once buried by silts (and

some peat) since their surfaces are

festooned with rounded rundkarren. 

The evidence now suggests that the

exposure of many limestone pavements was

related to climatic deterioration some 8 ka

BP. 

The silts are still episodically on the move

and catastrophic rainfall and rare overland

flow continue to denude the karst uplands

of northern England of their loessic cover. �

     arst loess

Small doline on the sloping pavements of Farlton Knott, Cumbria (SD 545 800), filled with loess and
marked out by a patch of bracken.

* Earth Heritage regrets to

announce that since writing this

article, Peter Vincent, the lead

author, has passed away. Peter was

an innovative researcher whose

considerable insights made this

particular work possible. He had a

deep and passionate interest in the

loess deposits and karst landscapes

of northern Britain and published

numerous papers detailing their

origins and significance. His co-

authors wish to acknowledge the

enthusiasm of their friend and

colleague for Quaternary research

and his stimulating company during

the course of many field days.
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Technical terms
Colluviation:  build-up of rock and mineral deposits at the

base of a slope or cliff
Nivation: processes taking place under the snow
Gelifluction: the freeze-thaw cycle that can start 

material moving down a slope
Rundkarren:  branching systems of rounded grooves and 

ridges developed on limestone pavements
Ka BP: thousands of years before present
Doline:  closed depression draining underground in 

a karst area

Background
radiation being
measured by a �
spectrometer,
New Close,
Malham, North
Yorkshire 
(SD 911 645)

Dowkabottom,
Arncliffe, 
North
Yorkshire 
(SD 954 690).
Site of 
pre-Late
Devensian
loess

Photos ©
Craven
Research
Group



T
he splendours of the

Chinese landscapes

were extolled in Earth

Heritage 32, with that

wonderful hand-painted wallpaper at Harewood House, but

the accompanying words on Chinese karst contained some

errors, and did not do sufficient justice to one of the world’s

great landscapes.

Karst is that special landscape with its distinctive landforms

of dolines and sinking streams. It is characterised by efficient

underground drainage through channels dissolved out of the

bedrock, and the larger of these are the world’s great cave

systems. Karst is formed mainly, but not exclusively, on

limestones. Bare limestone pavements are a hallmark of

glaciated karst, but are absent from the terrains of

spectacular isolated hills that have never been glaciated

in regions closer to the tropics. 

The world’s finest karst forms a great swathe through

southern China, across most of Guangxi and also into

the adjacent provinces and a corner of Vietnam. Its

landscapes are endless successions of limestone hills

each up to 300 metres tall. The most dramatic are the

isolated towers that rise from alluviated plains in the

fenglin karst. Intertwined through the region, areas of

clustered conical hills form the fengcong karst.

Between them these two landscape styles create an

amazing and beautiful terrain, and there is still

plenty of debate on the details of just how they

Karsting an   
Tony Waltham
and John Gunn



are formed. The fengcong is a fairly simple evolution from doline karst, but

the fenglin involves hill undercutting at a water table that is slowly declining

so that the surrounding plain falls away around the less-eroded towers.

China’s karst is so spectacular because it is so very mature; it has evolved

through millions of years, and is certainly not a young landscape. Also,

contrary to words in the previous Earth Heritage, the extension of the

fenglin karst into Vietnam is very fine but its hills are less spectacular and

not as tall as those in China, while the famous towers and islands of

Halong Bay, on its Gulf of Tonkin coast, have been modified by marine

erosion.

Karst takes its name from the Germanic form of Kras, the region of

Slovenia named after its stony landscape; yanrong is a Chinese

translation of karst, roughly meaning cave terrain. Outside of China,

the fengcong is often known as cone karst in English or kegel karst in

German. Tsingy is the Malagasy name only for a style of pinnacle

karst, which is known as shilin in Chinese. 

The karst landscapes around Guilin, in Guangxi, are famously

beautiful and now constitute a massive tourist destination. But

long before the tourists arrived en masse, Guilin hosted a major

artists’ colony, from which came the distinctive style of landscape

drawings and paintings that includes the wallpaper of Harewood

House. A major feature of this art style is the steep-sided

mountains, many rising into the clouds and commonly towering

over a river. The river is the Li, between Guilin and Yangshuo,

though tourist boats have now replaced the junks whose sails

provide detail in the older paintings. The paintings’ hills may

appear to have impossibly steep sides due to a touch of artistic

licence, but they are actually not far from reality in the

spectacular fenglin karst. They are now

such a part of Chinese culture that

they feature on the back of the 20-

yuan banknote. China’s karst is

truly memorable – a major

geomorphic feature and a

beautiful landscape. �

If you want to know more about

the Chinese karst, read either of

the two recent papers by the first

author, The karst lands of southern

China (Geology Today, 2009, 25(6),

232-238) or Fengcong, fenglin,

cone karst and tower karst (Cave

and Karst Science, 2008, 35(3), 77-

88). 

There are also several entries on

Chinese karst, and many more on

caves and karst the world over, in

The Encyclopedia of Caves and

Karst Science (2004, edited by the

second author, and published by

Fitzroy Dearborn).

  eye over China

Main picture: Limestone towers dotted across
the alluvial plain at Yangshuo, in the fenglin
karst south of Guilin.
Photo by Tony Waltham/geophotos.co.uk

Above, Fenglin karst around the Li River as it 
appears on the 20-yuan banknote.

Below, fenglin hills beside the Li River in a classic
exposition of Chinese painting.
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L
anzarote, lying in the

Canaries archipelago 100

miles from the saharan

coast of Africa, is a year-

round destination for many

northern Europeans, and a place best

known geologically for its stark volcanic

landscape. this is at its most spectacular

in timanfaya National Park (declared in

1974). the last eruption here was in

1824, although the most extensive

eruption occurred in 1730.

“Suddenly the Earth opened up near

Timanfaya… the lava flowed towards the

north as rapidly as water but it soon

thickened and slowed down, flowing as if it

were honey…The darkness caused by the

mass of ashes and smoke covered the sky

and shutting out the sun caused the

inhabitants of Yaiza to flee…” (from the

diary of the village priest of Yaiza). 

Lanzarote has historically been very

different from the other Canary Islands. As

long ago as 1799, the visitor Alexander Von

Humboldt noted “Its inhabitants were

distinguished from the other Canarians by

marks of greater civilisation. Their homes

were built of free stone while the Guanche

inhabitants of Tenerife dwelt…in caverns.” 

Today Lanzarote is still noticeably

different, particularly in its sensitive

approach to the environment and the

islanders’ evident appreciation of geology.

Geological features are not hidden but

revered and the rocks have been extensively

integrated into people’s lives – they are

constantly used aesthetically for

ornamentation. The use of lava is elegant,

refined and beautiful. In so many places,

the interpretation and art focus on the

natural elements of earth, wind and fire.

Water is not such a feature, because of the

lack of natural freshwater sources on the

island.

Lanzarote owes much of its unique

development in the face of the cheap mass

tourism that so affected neighbouring

Tenerife and Gran Canaria in the 1980s to

one man, César Manrique (1919-1992).

He is best known as an artist and architect

and in geoconservation terms he must be

viewed as an ecological artist and architect.

His philosophy was to live in harmony and

equilibrium with nature. “All I want to do is

be a part of nature, so that it may help me

and I may help it.” Effectively, sustainable

development before it was fashionable! 

He was born in Lanzarote’s capital, Arecife,

studied in Madrid and became a popular

surrealist artist. After being invited to New

York by Nelson Rockefeller in 1964, he

returned to Lanzarote to help safeguard the

island’s landscape from the ravages of

commercialisation. With the President of

the Island Council, they drew up a series of

planning guidelines that included banning

advertising hoardings, limiting the height of

new buildings and unsightly electricity

Cynthia Burek,
University of Chester

Hail César –

a geoconservation champion
Above, Volcan Nuevo erupted in 1730 and then
remained dormant until 1824.

Above, the rock has been worked to
create a stunning room in
Manrique’s home.

Above, elegant white
building and staircase blend
seamlessly with lava in the
lava quarry where the house
was built.

Left, a window in Manrique’s
home frames the rugged
exterior view.

Photos © Cynthia
Burek, except
Manrique (anon)



César Manrique

Northeast Scotland. Scottish

Natural Heritage. 68 pages. £7.95.

ISBN 978 1 85397 521 9

This is the latest title in SNH’s

successful ‘Landscape Fashioned

by Geology’ series.

This lavishly illustrated book

describes the various geological

events that have shaped the

unique Northeast landscape over

hundreds of millions of years. It

covers the formation of the granite

and gabbros of the Caledonian

Mountains, the deposition of the

Old Red Sandstone

found today along the

coast, and the

geologically recent

changes that occurred

during the Ice Ages. 

The overall impression

gained of the area is

one of an open, large-

scale landscape, with wide vistas

of sea and sky merging at the

horizon. The book clearly

illustrates the geological influences

on the landscape using a mixture

of both photography and diagrams

to show the various landforms and

the processes which helped

produced them. Northeast

Scotland can be ordered online at:

www.snh.gov.uk/pubs/

Rocks and landscapes of the

Anglesey Coastal Footpath. John

Conway. GeoMôn. 192 pages. A5.

Obtainable through donations by

cheque for £11.95 made out to

‘GeoMôn’ c/o Margaret Wood,

GeoMôn, College, Llansadwrn,

Menai Bridge, Anglesey LL59 5SN. 

ISBN 0-9546966-3-8

The geological riches of Anglesey

are admired by all geologists, and

the island’s coast is the best place

of all to see the bulging variety of

exposures.

John Conway is an expert on the

subject and a key member of

GeoMôn, the body that promotes

awareness of Anglesey’s geology

and that secured European and

UNESCO Geopark status for the

island. In aligning his chosen

geological trek with the established

Anglesey Coastal Path, he has

instantly provided geologists with

an accessible, well-marked route,

and non-geological walkers with

a huge insight into the

landscape they are tramping

through, around and over.

The book, bilingual and full

colour throughout, takes a close

look, through words and a

generous array of the author’s

own high-quality pictures, at

the geology to be found on the

circular route of the 200 km

(125 miles) coastal path, taking

a clockwise direction from the

Menai Bridge, with a few minor

detours to nearby points of

geological interest or prominent

viewpoints.

‘Rocks and landscapes’ is a work of

enthusiasm and diligence. It starts

with a concise, readable overview

of Anglesey’s geological history –

with sections on current land use

and prospects for the future –

before delving into detailed, clear

descriptions of all the geological

features along and near the path.

The author also broadens his

geological theme by referring to

outstanding archaeological sites

and some of the wildlife that

walkers can encounter. 

Importantly on a route that winds

through the landscape, there are

frequent instructions on way finding

and comfort facilities. The route is

divided into 12 sections,

reproducing base maps provided by

the Coastal Path managers, and the

book is colour coded for easy

reference.

Anglesey
A walk around the world’s
geological frontiers

If you have a new publication that you think would interest Earth Heritage readers, send a copy, together

with details of its availability and price information, to Dr Stewart Campbell, Earth Heritage

Managing Editor, Countryside Council for Wales, Maes-y-Ffynnon, Ffordd Penrhos, Bangor, 

Gwynedd LL57 2DN.

Northeast Scotland
Looking at landscapes
on a grand scale

pylons. This is still the

norm today. Manrique’s

influence is seen

everywhere but is

probably best exhibited in

the house he built for

himself in five lava caves.

This is now an art gallery

administered by the

Fundación that he

established in 1982 to

promote artistic and

environmental activities. I

find especially exciting

the use of window frames

as picture frames for the

outside landscape. The

juxtaposition of colours,

black lava against white

walls, contrasts nature and

man. 

Manrique wrote: “On

Lanzarote we have

worked with utter

devotion in close contact

with geology,

understanding its

composition and its

volcanic essence,

achieving a miracle of a

new aesthetic.” 

Today this work continues

and, for example, the

Geology Museum proudly

displays the ISO14001

environmental

management standard at

its entrance. Not many

other places, even in the

UK, do this. Waste

recycling is evident

everywhere. 

However Lanzarote’s

treatment of its volcanic

landscape is truly

geoconservation at its

best, a brilliant and

memorable mixture of

nature and culture

conserved due to the

brilliant efforts of one far-

seeing individual. �
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The Association of

Earth Heritage magazine is published twice a year to promote 

geological and landscape conservation.

This issue of Earth Heritage contains the second of a two-part feature on how geodiversity influences
and interacts with the cultural landscape in Scotland. One of the most striking features of the area
around the visitor centre at Cairnsmore of Fleet National Nature Reserve in Galloway, south-west
Scotland, is the Big Water of Fleet viaduct. A bronze sculpture by Matt Baker entitled ‘Scene Shifter’,
reflects the shape of the viaduct and is attached to a boulder in the middle of the Water of Fleet.  The
sculpture is subject to regular flooding and abrades against the boulder, posing a question about the
timescale and longevity of the viaduct relative to the landscape.  

Photo by Andrew Bielinski/Scottish Natural Heritage


